EXPERIENCE
THE DREAM

BE BRAVE AND HAVE AN ADVENTURE OF A LIFETIME, NOTHING CAN SUBSTITUTE LIFE EXPERIENCE.
WHEN LAST HAVE YOU TRIED A NEW EXPERIENCE THAT EXPLORED MEXICO’S RICH CULTURE?

At Conrad Punta de Mita, experiences go beyond fun and excitement, they enrich and inspire through authentic Mexican
traditions, local discoveries, and ancestral history. Experience the ideal getaway and let us share some cultural heritage with you
and the whole family.

ZARANDEADO EXPERIENCE
Conrad Punta de Mita introduces the ultimate experience for

An incredible experience deserves to be unforgettable or as

inner explorer and food lovers. We will bring you the catch of the

we like to say: nothing closer than from the sea, to the table.

day straight from the local fishing village La Cruz Huanacaxtle.
You will be able to experience the freshest ingredients as you
have a cold drink and a la minute ceviches and other delicious
Mexican dishes.
Relax on the beach while our chefs prepare the Nayarit´s
traditional Zarandeado Fish right in front of you.

Capacity:
Price per adult:
Price per Kid (6 to 12):
Setting fee:

From 2 to 20 persons
$100
$50
From 2 to 10 persons $150
From 11 to 20 persons $250

Please book your experience with a minimum of 48 hrs of anticipation.

TEMAZCAL:
SOUL, MIND & BODY PURIFYING EXPERIENCE
Begin your journey to self-discovery at Conrad Punta de Mita

steam paired with chanting, and meditation as the Shaman

by purifying and healing your mind, body, and soul with a

goes through the 4-door purification ritual. After this majestic

Temazcal ritual that indigenous people from Mexico have been

ceremony, enjoy a refreshing swim and refreshments in a

curating for generations.

specially prepared area. Hasn’t your soul already said yes?

A Shaman does a cleansing with Copal before each guest enters
mother earth’s womb; the dome-shaped stone structure. Once
everyone is inside sitting in a circle, the entrance is closed with
a traditional curtain. The hot lava rocks and herbs create herbal

Capacity:
Price per Couple:

From 2 to 10 persons
$720

Please book your experience with 24 hrs of anticipation.

AGAVE EXPERIENCE

AGAVE EXPERIENCE
Be transported back to a prehispanic time once you step

Looking for more? Immerse yourself into the Mexican Agave

through the doors of The Agave Studio in the Árbol restaurant

Dinner, which includes a 7-course “Mexican Soil Cuisine” paired

at Conrad Punta de Mita. Your palate will explore different

with a unique distilled selection and infused beverages created

flavors of the sacred ritual of Agave. Learn about the history

at the Agave Studio.

and ancestral ways of the Mexican Agave Spirits as the different

Celebrate history. Savor the luxury.

distinct flavors tantalize your senses.
Decide how deep you want to dive into this cultural culinary

Capacity:

experience, as there are two levels; an Agave Experience and a

PRICE PER PERSON
Agave Experience:

$130.00

Mexican Agave Dinner:

$150.00

Mexican Agave Dinner.
Dip your toes into the Agave world with the Agave Experience,

From 1 to 8 persons

which samples five different spirits that are paired with Mexican
gourmet hors d’oeuvres.

Please book your experience with 24 hrs of anticipation.

